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SCREEN INSPECTION MACHINE

MEDIA MKH-34

Screen frame size

Limit of inspection  

Marking Equipped

Equipped

Equipped

Equipped

Light table

Clean room edition
Caster

MAX W1000mm x H1000mm
MIN W400mm x H400mm

MAX W800mm x H800mm
MIN W200mm x H200mm

Model-Code MKH-34

MEDIA MKH-34 is a inspection machine and revising onto the precision.
Screen stencil of any kinds of PCB-printing use.
The checking system is (optical system) magnifier have realized the exactly
checking work by placing a screen stencil on the stetting flame.And to be 
able to be adjustedb to move to X axis Y axis dirction. 
■ MEDIA MKH-34 is a inspction machine to find out the defects of stencil.
    And its way is that setting the stencil. Magnify the pattern on the viewer box
    and move-stop by join switch.
■ In prindple, techni wide have not normal model. It makes decide to
    your required specifications on your demands. The following is our commendation.
■ We eqipped the brightest lens available use the both of 50mmf/1.2 and 24mmf/2,
    arrangment on a turlet form. We are catch up with the simply work and select the lens
   (10times and 20times), monitor is 30cm x 30cm square.(It can adjust the monitor's light)
■ MEDIA MKH-34 by moving setting frame up-down. right-left. We can keep the inspection
    position. And if the setting space is limited the size. We can plan setting frame movement
    is only up-down. It makes move the viewer box.  
■ When the work starts and finishes. The viewer box move to the right side.
    And frame is on the top of the right side. It is easy to exchange the stencil.
■ There are three modes: [MANUAL] [STEP] and [RUN].
   [STEP] mode, moving 1 pich by pushing the join swith one by one.
   [RUN] mode, running by pushing the join switch, stopping by using it again.
■ Inspection(substraight), by your request. We can eqip the stamp marking to the ink side 
    and light table. By eqipped scale sensor, simply measurement machine,
    Touch panel control are possible too.

All stainless body for a cleaning room.


